Backscattering enhancements associated with subsonic Rayleigh waves on polymer spheres in water: observation and modeling for acrylic spheres
Unlike most common solids, "plastic" polymer solids typically have shear and Rayleigh wave phase velocities less than the speed of sound in water. Subsonic Rayleigh waves on smooth objects in water are not classified as leakey waves and it is necessary to reexamine backscattering mechanisms. Also the intrinsic material dissipation of the Rayleigh wave can be significant. Backscattering by acrylic or polymethlmethacrylate (PMMA) spheres in water is analyzed and measured in the region ka = 1.5-7 and it is found that prominent low-lying resonance peaks of the form function f exist. The peaks can be modeled with quantitative ray theory as the result of coupling of subsonic Rayleigh waves with sound through acoustic tunneling. The most prominent maximum of f=5.63 occurs at ka = 1.73 and is associated with the quadrupole (or n=2) partial wave. In addition to explaining the scattering, the target strength is found to be sufficiently large that such spheres may be useful for passive low frequency targets.